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John Robbins, the ageless former chairman of the Mortgage Bankers Association, is reentering the residential
finance business with a new company called Bexil American Mortgage, a retail/wholesale lender. But will it actually
service loans? Robbins told us recently that servicing is a possibility for Bexil American down the road, but not now.
"Servicing is the creation of an asset and that asset has to have a present value to it,” he said, noting that companies
must invest in servicing or be able to monetize it. MSRs, of course, are volatile and must be properly valued. New
MSRs that are being created today represent the best value in the past 30 years, Robbins said.
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Comments:

As a mortgage banker, selling loans into the secondary with servicing 'retained' gets you not much SRF, YSP or
otherwise. Over time, it's been my experience the REAL money in residential mortgage lending is in servicing your
own production, nothing else compares. I agree it takes 20 minutes or so to build up enough of a servicing portfolio
(both in dollars serviced and how long you've been servicing them - your own history) to get any Big-Shot national
accounting firm to Certify your own internal 'net present valuation' of this asset. Plus, when you merge or sell, it's
that asset that buyers buy, not your old used FF&E or your business contacts or your non-transferable licensing,
etc.
Posted by Peter Samuel Cugno on October 12, 2011 at 01:05 PM EDT #

Margins will increase with reduced sales staffs and fewer wholesale option, you will see more people service.
Companies make little up front, but the short term is offset by fuure monthly cash flows. As margins increase this up
front peice will grow. The servicing income gets more lucrative as the scale grows. This is one of the reasons for
BofA to take over CW, and Wells to take over Wachovia. Even though they have losses on teh MBS they retained
(they never estimated it would get this bad), they get constant cash flow from servicing. The losses have been
worse than they could have imagined. It is the constant servicing cash flow that allows a servicing mortgage
company to better weather the storms.
Posted by DL on October 12, 2011 at 01:38 PM EDT #

Right on the nose DL!
Posted by Peter on October 12, 2011 at 03:17 PM EDT #

Right on the nose DL!
Posted by Peter on October 12, 2011 at 03:18 PM EDT #
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